Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders: Understanding the Effects of Prenatal Alcohol Exposure

When pregnant women drink, they put their unborn babies at risk for a wide range of physical, cognitive, and behavioral problems. In fact, prenatal alcohol exposure is the leading preventable cause of birth defects in the United States.

Nearly 40 years ago, the effects of heavy alcohol exposure on the developing fetus were first recognized. And Drs. Smith and Jones, although not alcohol researchers, were the first to coin the term fetal alcohol syndrome or FAS.\(^1\) Since then, scientists have defined a broad range of effects caused by prenatal alcohol exposure. We now refer to the disorders that fall within that broad range as fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD). The following are the disorders under the FASD category:

- **FAS**—This diagnosis requires a characteristic pattern of facial abnormalities; growth deficits, prenatally and/or after birth; and central nervous system abnormalities.

- **Partial FAS**—This includes some signs and symptoms of full FAS but not all three of the characteristics noted in the previous bullet.

- **Alcohol-related birth defects (ARBD)**—This includes just alcohol-related physical abnormalities.

- **Alcohol-related neurodevelopmental disorder (ARND)**—This includes central nervous system abnormalities, as well as cognitive and behavioral problems.\(^1\)

This *Alcohol Alert* explores the latest research on the full spectrum of alcohol-related developmental disorders, new diagnostic tools that can detect these disorders, and promising interventions and treatment options.

*Is Any Amount of Alcohol Safe During Pregnancy?*

There is no known safe amount of alcohol to drink while pregnant.\(^2\) Studies show that even drinking small amounts of alcohol during...
pregnancy may affect fetal brain development. This can result in deficiencies and dysfunction that can last a lifetime.

**Estimating FASD’s Prevalence**

FAS—a condition on the severe end of the spectrum of alcohol-related disorders—is estimated to occur in between 0.5 and 7.0 cases per 1,000 live births nationwide. About 1 percent of newborns may suffer from FASD, although this may be an underestimation. Unluckily, FASD cases are chronically underdiagnosed. FASD can be difficult for practitioners to distinguish from other developmental disorders, such as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), because the two share some similar behavioral symptoms.

**Facial Dysmorphology**

Prenatal alcohol exposure can cause facial dysmorphology, or particular changes in facial features. Recognizing this specific pattern of facial features is a critical screening tool for diagnosing children with the full FAS. However, not everyone has access to a specialist who can identify these features, which are required for a diagnosis of FAS. In addition, fetal alcohol exposure affects many children who do not have these distinctive facial features. Because of this, recognizing FASD primarily on the basis of facial features misses many affected children.

Currently, researchers are developing computer systems and three-dimensional cameras to detect facial dysmorphology. This technology would automate diagnosis, reduce the need for consultation with specialists, and allow for more widespread FASD screenings.
brain responds to particular stimuli and how different parts of the brain function.

For example, researchers used fMRI to determine that people with FASD showed different patterns of activity in various areas of their brains than those of people who were not exposed to alcohol. They found that the brain activation patterns were similar in both children and adults with FASD, showing that the brain changes associated with FASD do not necessarily improve with age.

These brain changes have been linked with a constellation of effects that range from intellectual and learning disabilities and speech and language delays to behavioral and emotional difficulties, poor social skills, and motor deficits.

**Biomarkers**

Biomarkers are chemicals in fluids or tissues that change as a result of prenatal alcohol exposure. Alcohol can be measured in blood and urine, which health care practitioners can easily test. Such changes, however, are usually only detectable close to the time of intoxication. Researchers currently are investigating a variety of screening options that may serve as biomarkers for prenatal alcohol exposure:

- Phosphatidylethanol (PEth) — PEth is a product of alcohol metabolism that may indicate heavy maternal drinking levels. It shows up in a newborn's blood.

- Fatty acid ethyl ester (FAEE) screening — FAEEs, which are products of alcohol metabolism, are present in humans exposed to alcohol prenatally, and they build up in hair and stool of the fetus and can be measured in the meconium or hair of the newborn.

- microRNA screening — Particular types of microRNA, or non–protein-coding RNAs, may change as a result of prenatal alcohol exposure.

- Protein (or proteomic) screening — This method looks for a possible pattern of proteins that may change in the presence of alcohol.

Researchers are working on ways to make detecting these biomarkers more accessible to allow for earlier identification of children at risk for FASD. Other research efforts seek to increase the accuracy of the current biomarkers by developing panels of biomarkers that may prove useful. In addition, researchers are examining biomarkers that can predict fetal alcohol-induced damage instead of merely signaling the presence of alcohol. For example, one study compared proteins in the blood of a small number of children with FAS with children not exposed to alcohol. The study found differences in protein patterns between children with FAS and those without it. These proteins could one day help identify the extent of alcohol-induced damage in children at risk for FASD.

**Factors Complicating Diagnosis**

Distinguishing FASD from other developmental disorders is important for improving diagnosis and recognizing other accompanying disorders. Researchers estimate that more than 70 percent of children with FASD are diagnosed with ADHD. As a result, another important research focus is on clearly distinguishing between the two conditions and other developmental disorders and recognizing comorbidities that affect developmental and behavioral outcomes.

Current research developments are making these distinctions clearer. For example, we now understand the difference in one particular behavior called perseveration. Perseveration is an impaired ability to shift from one task to another. Children with FASD have much more difficulty making these transitions compared with individuals who have ADHD.

In addition, the primary problem for children with ADHD is in focusing and sustaining attention and, to a certain extent, balancing and coordinating movement. By contrast, children with an FASD tend to have more problems with executive, or cognitive, functions such as:

- Mental flexibility
- Problem solving
- Visual attention

Differentiating between FASD and ADHD when diagnosing a child with attention issues may be important when designing the most appropriate care.

**Critical Research Goal: Understanding Maternal Characteristics That May Increase FASD Risk**

Research demonstrates that children who are more significantly affected by FASD had mothers who not only drank alcohol during their pregnancy but who also share certain characteristics.

For example, women who drink and who are older and have had multiple pregnancies and births are at greater risk of having a child with FASD. Women with poor nutrition and who have inadequate prenatal care also are at higher risk. The extent of FASD symptoms also can depend on the genetic makeup of the mother and her child. Mothers of children with FASD are less likely to carry a specific gene that is linked to
unpleasant side effects when drinking (i.e., nausea and flushing of skin). People who have that gene variant may be less likely to drink heavily.29

As with other children with behavioral problems, children with FASD are more likely to have unsettled home environments.3 Women who have children with FASD also are more likely to be clinically depressed, to have heavy drinkers in their families, and to live with domestic partners who drink heavily.26,29,30 Many children with FASD have lost a parent, experienced abuse or neglect, or live in foster homes. Others live in socio-economically disadvantaged conditions, or with family members who use drugs or display other types of antisocial behavior.31 Clinicians need to take these additional details into account when trying to help children who are grappling with FASD.3

Interventions and Treatment

Parents often have great difficulty caring for children with FASD. In addition to problems with learning and remembering new material, children with FASD also face challenges with motor control, balance, visual perception, visual–motor coordination, and attention. They may also struggle with planning, organizational thinking, problem solving, and have difficulty interpreting and responding appropriately in social situations.3 All of these areas influence the daily functioning of affected people as well as their academic and job performance.

Without intervention, these difficulties may only get worse as children with FASD age.32 It is important for parents to understand that their children's behavior stems from prenatal alcohol exposure—not intentional disobedience.

A variety of interventions and treatment options can help both parents and children manage life with FASD.

Support Groups

Support groups and networks help parents understand the distinction between involuntary behavior and disobedience, and they provide guidance for parents and other adults who care for children affected by FASD. Participants in a trial of such a support system reported greater improvements in their sense of parenting effectiveness and in their understanding of their children's behavioral problems compared with those families receiving standard care.33

Stimulating Environments

Animal research also suggests that offering stimulating environments to animals exposed to alcohol prenatally may help reduce the symptoms of FASD. Providing rats with running wheels and toys, raising them in group settings, training them on motor learning tasks, and handling them often helped to offset the behavioral, social, learning, and motor coordination problems associated with prenatal alcohol exposure.34,35 Interventions that foster environmental enrichment show promise in humans as well.32

Intervention at School

School-based therapies may be able to address a range of issues, from self-awareness, self-regulation and social skills to language, literacy, and mathematics training. Among school-age children, such interventions show promise for improving classroom behavior and even academic achievement. This is especially true for younger children, whose brains are more adaptable.36 Though they may still lag behind children who are not exposed to alcohol prenatally, children with FASD can benefit from these interventions—both in terms of regulating their behavior and improving their academic performance.33,36

Nutritional Supplements

Another promising area of research is on nutrition as a therapeutic intervention for offsetting the problems associated with FASD. For example, animal studies show that certain nutrients, such as zinc, folate, and choline, may protect the developing fetus from the harmful effects of alcohol.37

One study monitored pregnant animals that were given supplemental choline and that also were exposed to alcohol. As a result of the choline, the newborns had less severe alcohol-related birth weight reductions, physical defects, and changes in behavior.38 Choline and other nutrients also may help improve the symptoms of FASD, even when administered after being exposed to alcohol prenatally and during postnatal development.37 For example, researchers found that animals treated with choline postnatally had less severe alcohol-related memory problems later in adulthood than animals who did not receive the supplements.39

Conclusions

Prenatal alcohol exposure can have devastating effects on the affected children and their families. Because of the lifelong consequences for individuals, families, and society, it is a significant public health priority to better identify pregnant women who drink and children who experienced prenatal alcohol exposure. Researchers are investigating new diagnostic techniques and developing a deeper understanding of the risk factors related to alcohol consumption in pregnancy. In addition, family support, school interventions, and new therapies will help individuals already grappling with FASD. Educating clinicians, parents, and educators about such treatments will help those with FASD lead more productive and satisfying lives.
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